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‘‘I believe that at the end of the century the use of words and

general educated opinion will have altered so much that

one will be able to speak of machines thinking without

expecting to be contradicted.’’—Alan Turing

Although we have not reached the heights of artificial

intelligence predicted by Alan Turing [1], the British

mathematician widely regarded as the father of theoretical

computer science, there is no doubt that the last two

decades have witnessed an unprecedented integration of

information technology in our daily lives. Health care has

not been immune to this change. The most obvious

examples of this transformation have been the adoption

of electronic health records (EHRs) and the use of picture

archiving and communication systems (PACS) for radiologic

images. Advances such as these have led to the creation of

vast quantities of digital data—data sets so diverse and large

that they have been given the term big data.

In this editorial, we introduce the field of big data in

health care. The corporate sector leads in this arena, for

which big data analytic techniques have helped identify

consumer trends that guide product development and

marketing. In particular, we discuss the implications of big

data for urologic care and research, and we highlight recent

examples of big data analytics using EHRs, registries, and

social media.

Big data methods require advanced techniques and

technologies to enable their capture, storage, distribution,

management, and analysis. The three hallmarks of a big data

set are volume, variety, and velocity (Fig. 1). Volume refers to

the vast amounts of health-related data that are created and

permanently stored. In health care, many factors contribute

to the increase in data variety. The sources can reflect the
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totality of the patient experience, encompassing structured

and unstructured data from EHRs; PACS; sensor-enriched

medical devices; patient-reported outcomes; financial

transactions; social media posts, including Twitter feeds

and Facebook messages; and online patient forums. Finally,

the data are often accumulated in real time and at a very

high rate, or velocity.

Scrutinizing these data may uncover associations,

patterns, and trends with the potential to advance patient

care and lower costs [2]. It has been estimated that big data

initiatives could save $300 billion per year in health care

spending in the United States alone [3]. Furthermore, real-

time analysis of these data sets may provide information

that can guide management decisions and predict out-

comes. However, the scale and complexity of the data mean

that they cannot be sufficiently managed with existing tools

and methods.

It is important to distinguish familiar methods of

secondary data analysis from big data. Secondary data

analysis pertains to any use of a data set for a purpose

different from that which motivated its original collection.

In health care, secondary analysis is often performed to

examine care quality using data originally collected for

billing purposes, but secondary analysis can also be

performed on data originally collected in EHR systems to

document care. Data sets used for secondary analysis may

be of any size, and many are prospectively assembled for

specific purposes. Very large secondary data sets, approach-

ing the scale of big data, have been the source for many

population-based studies in urology [4]. Marketscan

(Truven Health Analytics, Ann Arbor, MI, USA) is one of

the largest of these data sets, with an approximate size of
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Fig. 1 – The 3Vs of big data: high volume, high variety, and high velocity.
PACS = picture archiving and communication systems.
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3.5 terabytes (1012 bytes), and it has been used to explore

provider-level variation in urology [5].

The term big data refers to ultralarge bodies of data that

have not been prospectively limited in size or scope by the

intent to address specific research questions or disease

conditions, and that grow continuously and rapidly. There is

no defined size of a data set that qualifies it as big data, but

these data sets often exceed 1 petabyte (1015 bytes). Data

stores approaching this size demand unique methods for

management and advanced analytics to process them for

useful insights. The pooled raw data have to be made ready

for storage and processing using one of many technologies,

including cloud-based applications, data warehousing, or

massive parallel processing by way of multiple computa-

tional nodes [6]. Analytic techniques include natural

language processing, machine learning, and data mining,

which are all inherently different from currently used

statistical methods for health services research. Machine

learning is a branch of artificial intelligence concerned with

the construction and study of systems that can learn from

data. Machine learning focuses on prediction, based on

known properties learned from sets of training data. In

contrast, data mining focuses on the discovery of unknown

regularities embedded in the data. Data mining and

machine learning are key elements in the business models

of Google and Facebook. Google has even applied these

algorithms to detect influenza epidemics using search

queries [7].

The EHR enables big data in health. As patient care is

routinely documented in EHRs, the data are fed to large

repositories that, as they grow in size and scope, become big

data resources. One of the largest EHR-derived repositories

is that managed by the US Department of Veterans Affairs

(VA) for its integrated health care system. This veritable
arsenal contains >30 million patient records, including

3.2 billion clinical orders, 1.8 billion prescriptions,

and 2 billion clinical text notes. This hybrid body of

structured and unstructured data can be analyzed using

automated clinical reasoning, natural language processing,

and predictive analytics to identify risks and improve

patient care. In one study using the VA data warehouse,

sociodemographic characteristics, medical conditions, vital

signs, medications, and laboratory tests of 4.6 million

patients were analyzed to accurately identify patients at

increased risk of hospitalization or death [8]. The potential

to study urologic diseases in this population through access

to specific laboratory values (eg, chronic kidney disease

outcomes in patients undergoing radical or partial nephrec-

tomy) is enormous.

EHRs can also be mined to guide clinical decisions in

almost real time. When presented with a patient who had a

rare combination of conditions, generating extreme uncer-

tainty over the best treatment strategy, physicians at the

Lucile Packard Children’s Hospital (Palo Alto, CA, USA) used

their institutional EHR-based data warehouse to perform an

automated cohort review of patients with similar presen-

tation [9]. The analysis, which took <4 h, provided very

helpful suggestions for the best clinical pathway for that

patient. It is conceivable that similar real-time big data

analytics may allow urologists to identify patients at risk of

readmission after cystectomy or to determine whether a

75-yr-old patient with intermediate-risk prostate cancer is

better served with radiation therapy or radical prostatec-

tomy, based on outcomes of patients with similar profiles in

the same institution.

Registries such as the National Institutes of Health (NIH)

Surveillance Epidemiology and End Results program [10]

have been used for these types of studies, but these
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registries have a significant limitation. Registries are

constructed to obtain data on defined outcomes in advance,

making it difficult to address unforeseen questions, conduct

studies across morbidities, or collect new information at a

later date. Data collection may rely on manual extraction,

with the potential for missing information [11]. Using the

power of big data analytics to interface registries with EHRs

may address some of these limitations. The soon-to-be-

launched American Urological Association Quality Registry

aims to provide a comprehensive clinical registry by

eliminating the burden of data entry by way of natural

language extraction from the patient’s electronic records

[12]. Starting with prostate cancer, the quality of care

within and between institutions can be compared and

benchmarked against national data.

Similar big data approaches have been applied to cancer

genomics and health-related social media. The American

Society of Clinical Oncology is developing CancerLinQ, a

platform that can use information from EHRs, eventually

including genomic data, to provide a targeted approach for

cancer therapy [13]. Using social media, attitudes and

sentiments toward public health matters may be gauged by

analyzing millions of tweets using supervised machine

learning methods [14]. More important, EHRs and big data

analytics may provide the opportunity to create ‘‘learning

health systems,’’ in which physicians learn from each

patient at every visit and close the feedback loop for clinical

decision making in real time [15]. To adapt to these new

approaches, urologists will have to ask the right questions.

Familiar analytic methods may have to be supplemented

with advanced analytics of machine learning or data

mining. In the United States, initiatives such as the NIH

Big Data to Knowledge program aim to train a new

generation of physicians and researchers in these techni-

ques [16].

It is clear that big data is not a panacea for all the

unanswered questions regarding the delivery, access, and

quality of health care. Increases in data size do not reduce

possible bias in the data set. Great care must be exercised in

drawing inferences of causation from statistical association.

The true causal factor may be a variable highly correlated

with a variable that is included in the data set. This problem,

known as unmeasured confounding, is being addressed by

researchers, but much work in this area remains [17]. The

challenge will be in determining the essential elements and

interactions that matter from data that may be unstructured

and may have significant background noise. It can also be

argued that big data can never address the required detail

when dealing with inherently complex systems such as the

human body and its disease processes. Yet proponents of big

data argue that this very issue of complexity has been

addressed successfully with computational science in other
fields. The reality is likely to lie somewhere in between [18].

Finally, if big data analytics proves to be a source of new

knowledge, new methods will be required for curating and

archiving that knowledge, as well as for making it accessible

at the point of care for decision making. Big data must not

become an end in itself.
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